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INSTRUCTIONS: Answer all the questions. (This question paper is having 3 pages)

Q1. Peter Drucker qys that developing a clear business Vision and ivlission is the "first responsibiiity of strategists".

(4+4 Marks)

a. Do you think organizations that have a comprehensive mission tend to be high performers? Justify, illustrating

the elements of mission statement.

\-. How is the company's mission statement related to its strategy? Illustrate with help of an example of a firm

(preferably the firm where you are currently associated through strategic management course project or in

connection with SIP).

22. a. Should an organization formulate its strategy as a reaction to its external environment, or should it aim to use its

resources to create an environment that is favorable to itself?

b. Explain this statement while highlighting the 'business model' of a company of your choice in aviation/ healthcare/

FMCG/ automobile industry.

c. Illustrate with 2 recent corporate examples (during last 10 - 12 years), where due to non-alignment with external

environment, the strategies have failed.

(4+4+4 Marks)

l3. t- <chael Porter argues that "a business must have a clear competitive strategy".
I

(3+9 Marks)

a. Do you agree with this statement? Support your answer with examples.

b. Assess and outline the competitive strategies of 3 out of the following organizations:

a. OYO Rooms

b. Dabbawalas

c. CarDekho (Online car platform)

d. Urban Ladder Home Decor Solutions Pvt. Ltd. (Furniture retailer)

e. HelpAge India
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4. Read the given case on 'How Big Bazaar !ost its way online' and answer questions at end

(4 + 4 Marks)

Three years after launching Big Bazaar Direct, Future group CEO Mr. Kishore Biyoni's enthusiasm for online ventures
has been tempered by growth concerns.

Six months ago, Future Group Chief Executive, Mr. Kishore Biyani was in a different frame of mind when it came to
online ventures. The 55-year-old businessman, best-known for kicking off India's modern retail revolution a decade
ago, had just acquired ctailcr l-abturnish and W;\', put t ing his blu.-prin] ill pl;\CI' 011how he PI opo:,('d to IllOV(' fOI w.u d.
His plan, he said, was to merge his offline home furnishings business with the newly-acquired venture. For a man
who's been a fierce critic of e-commerce in India, the acquisition of Fabfurnish, his first in the online space, was billed
by many as his acceptance, finally, of a trend that is rapidly gaining ground. So what has prompted Biyani to go back
to his old habit of criticizing online ventures? His frustration became apparent recently when he said he was planning
to shut Big Bazaar Direct, a three-year-old assisted e-commerce venture. Assisted e-commerce means shopping with
the help of franchisees who take orders from consumers on a tablet for products displayed in a catalogue. Biyani had
started this venture in Nagpur, subsequently expanding to smaller towns and cities, where Big Bazaar's physical
stores were not present. Citing unviability, however, he recently said that offline retail was far more profitable than
the online business. But experts say the real reason for failure of ventures such as Big Bazaar Direct is the lack of c
clear differentiator in a crowded market. "There are already quite a few players operating in the e-commerce space. - -,
Some of them, such as Snapdeal, Flipkart and Amazon, are strong players which are capable of attracting a large~·
number of consumers. The question is: How do you differentiate yourself from this lot? What is the unique selling
proposition you bring to the table?" says Harish HV, partner {India leadership team}, Grant Thornton India.

Searching for buyers .online

While Big Bazaar Direct clearly appeared to be struggling on that front, it is not the only one grappling with this issue.
Most domestic big-box retailers, in fact, struggle to migrate consumers online, since the offline retail operations of
the firm more often than not remain firmly entrenched in the minds of people. They are quite simply unable to make
the switch in the absence of a differentiator. As Arvind Singhal, chairman, Technopak, says, "A customer walking into
a store will not think of going online. He will more likely shop there (in the store). And the one shopping online will
not think of going offline. He is there (online) because the e-channel is offering him what he wants: convenience,
right assortment of products, quick delivery and so on." Which is why identifying the right categories where all online
operation can click is imperative, experts say. While Big Bazaar Direct does have quite a few categories that have
migrated online - mobile phones, electronic goods, fashion, toys and so on - competition for the consumer's wallet
share within these segments is high. Biyani demonstrated wisdom by keeping grocery out of Big Bazaar Direct, owing
to the quick turnaround time that e-groceries typically demand. But the decision impeded growth, say experts. Offline
Big Bazaar stores are known largely for their value-for-money grocery operations, so consumers choosing to buy :~:::J
online typically looked for those products on Big Bazaar Direct and were disappointed at not finding them, resulting
in poor sales. Add to that the grim picture that e-groceries present as a category. According to a recent report on
consumer trends by FICCIand PwC, grocery was the third category after homeware and household appliances where
consumers did not buy online at all. Of the people surveyed in the report, 23 per cent said they did not buy &roceries
online, marginally behind homeware (26 per cent) and household appliances (25 per cent).

The cost factor

There are challenges on the cost front as well. Spending on discounting, brand-building and delivery - which Biyani
describes as customer acquisition and fulfilment cost - remains high in India's $10-11 billion (nearly Rs70;000 crore)
e-commerce market. While Biyanl pegged this expense at 50 per cent of the total expenditure of doing business
online, experts say it is much higher for others and the cost depends on a number of factors, including the speed of
delivery. In fact, among the reasons for the e-commerce sector's mounting losses - nearly Rs. 8,000 crore (Rs. 80
billion) in 2014-15; four times that of the previous year (2015-16 numbers have not been disclosed yet) - are deep
discounts and companies increasingly taking stde'K of delivery themselves by setting up distribution centers offline.
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W::!!C ir-e goods & services tax. l!l',)[l'd :JY iJ,Jrlianw'il recently, w:ii r at.onalize warehousing expenditure of l'

commerce players to some extent, other costs such as advertising and brand-building will stili remain high, say
experts. A mid-year advertising forecast by media agency Carat, released last week, reiterates this point. The forecast
pegs india's advertising growth for 2016 at 12 per cent, led by categories such as e-cornrnerce, among others. Carat
had made a similar projection earlier this year, underlining the importance of e-commerce to domestic advertising
growth. Founded in 2001, Big Bazaar is the largest hypermarket chain in India. Like any leading firm in an industry,
Big Bazaar's strategv also demonstrated how it differs from its competitors and how each player in the retail industry
tries to gain competitive advantage by playing the game differently.

a. Explain the principal value of a mission statement in chalking out its strategy. List the elements of mission
statement that you feel would reflect organizational capability factors of a company in retail industry.

b. What different types of strategies would you, as a consultant to the firm, suggest to Mr. Biyani to lead the company
on the path of growth despite present hiccups?
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